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ABSTRACT
Positive-Unlabeled Learning is an analog to supervised binary clas-
sification for the case when the negative (N) sample in the training
set is noisy, i.e. is contaminated with latent instances of the positive
(P) class and hence is unlabeled (U). The objective is to classify
U, which requires to identify the mixing proportions of P and N in
U first. Recently, unbiased Risk Estimation has been successfully
applied to train classifiers on PU data, achieving state-of-the-art re-
sults (du Plessis et al., 2017). This approach, however, exhibits two
major bottlenecks. First, the mixing proportions are assumed to be
known in the domain or estimated with additional methods. Second,
the approach relies on the classifier being a neural network. In this
paper, we propose DEDPUL1, a method that solves PU Learning
without the aforementioned issues. The mechanism behind DEDPUL
is to apply a computationally cheap post-processing procedure to
predictions of any classifier, trained to distinguish P from U. Instead
of assuming the proportions to be identified, DEDPUL estimates
them alongside with classifying U. Experiments show that DEDPUL
outperforms the Risk Estimation approach when neural networks
are used as classifiers. On some data sets, the performance can be
improved even further if ensembles of trees are used as classifiers
instead. At the same time, DEDPUL also outperforms the current
state-of-the-art in Mixture Proportion Estimation, especially in the
cases when P and U distributions are similar.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Positive-Unlabeled (PU) Learning is a semi-supervised analog of
binary classification. Unlike the latter, PU Classification does not
require labeled samples from both classes for training. Instead, two
samples are required: a labeled sample from positive (P) class, and
an unlabeled (U) sample with mixed data from both positive and
negative (N) classes with generally unknown mixing proportions.
PU Classification naturally emerges in numerous real-world cases
where obtaining labeled data from both classes is either complicated
or impossible. We informally divide the applications into three cat-
egories. In the first category, PU learning is an analog to binary
classification. Here, the latter could be applied, but the former ac-
counts for the noise and hence is more accurate. An example is
identification of disease genes [30]. Typically, the already identified
disease genes are treated as P and the rest unknown genes are treated
as N. Instead, the authors more accurately treat the latter as U.
1Implementation of DEDPUL is available at https://github.com/dimonenka/DEDPUL
In the second category, PU learning is an analog to one-class
classification. The latter only uses P data to learn and assumes N to
be uniformly distributed [5], whereas the former approximates N
distribution as the difference between U and P distributions. More-
over, the outcome of the one-class approach is usually an anomaly
metric, while PU learning provides tools to estimate both prior and
posterior probabilities. Examples are detection of deceptive reviews
[25] or anomalous time-series [22].
The third category contains the cases for which neither supervised
nor one-class classification could be used. An example is identifica-
tion of corruption in Russian procurement auctions [11]. An exten-
sive data set of the auctions can be freely accessed. However, it does
not contain any labels of corruption. The proposed solution is to de-
tect only successful corruptioneers by treating runner-ups as fair (P)
and winners as possibly corrupted (U) participants. On the one hand,
ignoring the noise and using the supervised approach is equivalent to
assuming all winners to be corrupted – an overly strong assumption
that defeats the purpose. Winning is not suspicious per se. On the
other hand, the one-class approach is too insensitive, unable to detect
subtle differences between the winners and the runner-ups based
solely on the runner-ups’ sample. Thus, neither could be used, while
PU learning is a viable option.
Our main contribution is a flexible transparent method named
Difference-of-Estimated-Densities-based Positive-Unlabeled Learn-
ing, or DEDPUL. The method simultaneously estimates the propor-
tions of the mixing components in U and classifies it. The experi-
ments show that DEDPUL outperforms the current state-of-the-art
methods [14, 24], each able to solve only one of the two problems.
DEDPUL adheres to the following two-step strategy. In the first
step, a Non-Traditional Classifier (NTC) is constructed [9]. NTC
is any classifier trained to distinguish P from U samples. During
learning, NTC simply treats U as N, which leads to biased estimates.
The second step should eliminate this bias. At the second step,
densities of the NTC predictions for both P and U samples are
explicitly estimated. As a theoretical ground for DEDPUL, we derive
equation (11) which connects the estimated densities to the posterior
probability of being positive via the Bayes rule.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
notations, formalizes the problems of Mixture Proportion Estimation
and PU Classification, and solves them for the case of known den-
sities. Section 3 proposes DEDPUL. Section 4 briefly summarizes
the history of PU Classification. Section 5 describes the experimen-
tal procedure. Section 6 provides the results of comparison with
state-of-the-art, as well as an ablation study. Section 7 concludes.
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2 PROBLEM SETUP AND NOTATION
In this section, we cover the population case when the densities of
P and U distributions are known in advance. We introduce relevant
notations and formally define the problems of Mixture Proportions
Estimation and PU Classification. We also prove that NTC is a
posterior-preserving transformation.
Let fp (x), fn (x), fu (x) be the probability density functions of
P, N, and U distributions of x , where x ∈ Rm is a vector in an
m-dimensional feature space. Let α be the proportion of fp (x) in
fu (x):
fu (x) = α fp (x) + (1 − α)fn (x) (1)
Denote f (p | x) as the posterior probability that x ∼ fu (x) is
sampled from fp (x) rather than fn (x). This posterior probability
can be computed using the Bayes rule, providing the priors α are
identified:
f (p | x) = α fp (x)
α fp (x) + (1 − α)fn (x) = α
fp (x)
fu (x) (2)
2.1 True Proportions are Unidentifiable
The goal of Mixture Proportions Estimation is to estimate the propor-
tions of the mixing components in U, given the samples Xp and Xu
from the distributions fp (x) and fu (x) respectively. The problem is
fundamentally ill-posed even if the distributions fp (x) and fu (x) are
known. Indeed, a valid estimate of α is any α˜ (tilde denotes estimate)
that fits the following constraint from (1):
∀x : fu (x) ≥ α˜ fp (x) (3)
The constraint is that a mixing component cannot exceed the
mixture itself. In other words, true proportion α is generally uniden-
tifiable [5], as it might be any value in the range α ∈ [0,α∗]. However,
the upper bound α∗ of the range can be identified directly from (3):
α∗ = inf
x∼fu (x )
fu (x)
fp (x) (4)
Usually, assumptions in regard to the proportions are made to
cope with unidentifiability, e.g. mutual irreducibility in [28] and
anchor set in [24, 27]. These assumptions are unverifiable and rarely
hold in practice. Instead, we consider estimation of the identifiable
upper-bound α∗ as the objective of Mixture Proportions Estimation,
explicitly acknowledging that the true proportion α might be lower.
Denote f ∗(p | x) as the corresponding to α∗ posteriors:
f ∗(p | x) = α∗ fp (x)
fu (x) (5)
2.2 Non-Traditional Classifier
Here we discuss how Non-Traditional Classifier (NTC) might be
useful for Mixture Proportions Estimation and PU Classification.
Define y(x) as the following likelihood proportion:
y(x) = fp (x)
fp (x) + fu (x) (6)
Define NTC as a function that estimates y(x):
NTC : x ∈ Rm → y˜ ∈ [0, 1] (7)
In practice, NTC is a balanced binary classifier trained on samples
Xp and Xu .
By definition (6), the proportions (4) and the posteriors (5) can
be estimated through y(x):
α∗ = inf
x∼fu (x )
1 − y(x)
y(x) (8)
f ∗(p | x) = α∗ y(x)1 − y(x) (9)
Directly applying (8) and (9) to the output of NTC has been consid-
ered by [9] and is referred to as the EN method. Its performance is
reported in Section 6.2. We, however, go one step further.
Let дp (y), дn (y), дu (y) be the probability density functions of
the distributions of y(x) with x ∼ fp (x), x ∼ fn (x), and x ∼ fu (x)
respectively. Equation (9) shows that the posteriors f ∗(p | x) are
unambiguously and monotonically related to y(x). In particular:
∀x1,x2 : y(x1) = y(x2) ⇔ f ∗(p | x1) = f ∗(p | x2) (10)
This property is crucial. It means that NTC is posterior-preserving
transformation:
f ∗(p | x) = α∗ fp (x)
fu (x) = α
∗ дp (y)
дu (y) = д
∗(p | y) (11)
and α∗-preserving transformation:
α∗ = inf
x∼fu (x )
fu (x)
fp (x) = infy∼дu (y)
дu (y)
дp (y) (12)
We now formally prove these statements.
LEMMA 2.1. NTC is posterior- and α∗-preserving transforma-
tion, i.e. (11) and (12) hold.
PROOF. To prove (11) and (12), we only need to show that
fp (x )
fu (x ) =
дp (y)
дu (y) . For that, we apply rule of variable substitution
in probability density function f (x) = д(y(x))∗ | dydx |. Then,
fp (x )
fu (x ) =
дp (y)∗ | dydx |
дu (y)∗ | dydx |
=
дp (y)
дu (y) . □
Equation (12) is already known in the literature [13], although
the proof is not as simple as ours. Equation (11) has not been proven
before.
3 ALGORITHM DEVELOPMENT
In this section, we propose DEDPUL to solve both problems of
Mixture Proportion Estimation and PU Classification. The method
is summarized in Algorithm 1 and is illustrated in Figure 1, while
the secondary functions are presented in Algorithm 2.
In the previous section, we have already discussed how to solve
the problems of Mixture Proportions Estimation and PU Classifica-
tion in the case of explicitly known distributions fp (x) and fu (x).
That is, we can directly apply (4) to find the proportions α∗ and
(5) to find the posteriors f ∗(p | x). However, this is rarely the case:
only the samples Xp and Xu are usually available. Can we use these
samples to estimate densities fp (x) and fu (x), e.g. with kernel den-
sity estimation, and still apply (4) and (5)? Formally the answer is
2
Figure 1: DEDPUL. Data: Upper row (Ones) represents Positive sample Xp , lower row (Ones and Zeros) represents Unlabeled sam-
ple Xu . Non-Traditional Classifier: NTC is a supervised binary classifier trained to distinguish Xp from Xu . Predictions: Predicted by
NTC probabilities Yp and Yu for samples Xp and Xu , obtained with cross-validation. NTC reduces dimensionality. Densities of Predic-
tions: Probability density functions д˜p (y) and д˜u (y) of Yp and Yu estimated with Kernel Density Estimation. Difference of Densities:
Smoothed density ratio д˜p (y)д˜u (y) . Priors, Posteriors: Priors α
∗ are estimated either as α˜∗c with EM (if converges non-trivially) or as α˜∗n
with MAX_SLOPE. Corresponding posteriors д∗(p | y) are estimated with the Bayes rule.
Algorithm 1 DEDPUL
1: Input: Unlabeled sample Xu , Positive sample Xp
2: Output: Priors α˜∗, Posteriors { f˜ ∗(p | x) : x ∈ Xu}
3: Y˜u , Y˜p = NTC(Xu ),NTC(Xp )\\ We use ensemble of Neural
Networks as NTC
4: д˜u (y), д˜p (y) = kde(Y˜u ),kde(Y˜p )\\ Kernel Density Estimation
5: di f f = { д˜p (y)д˜u (y) : y ∈ Y˜u } \\ Array of density ratios
6: di f f = di f f [arдsort(Y˜u )] \\ Sort di f f by Y˜u
7: sort(Y˜u ) \\ Sort predictions
8: di f f = monotonize(di f f , Y˜u )\\ This and other functions are
defined in Algorithm 2
9: di f f = rollinд_median(di f f )
10: desort(di f f ) \\ Return di f f to initial unsorted order
11: α˜∗c , д˜∗c (p | y) = EM(di f f )
12: α˜∗n , д˜∗n (p | y) =max_slope(di f f )
13: if α˜∗c ≥ α˜∗n then
14: Return α˜∗c , д˜∗c (p | y)
15: else
16: Return α˜∗n , д˜∗n (p | y)
positive, and this idea is explored in [13] as a baseline. In practice,
however, two crucial issues may arise with this naive approach. Be-
low we formulate these two issues and propose solutions, which
eventually results in DEDPUL.
The first issue is that the performance of density estimation meth-
ods rapidly decreases as the dimensionality of the distribution in-
creases [21], which makes the estimation of high-dimensional densi-
ties difficult. The issue is known as the ’curse of dimensionality’.
The issue may be resolved with a preliminary procedure that
reduces the dimensionality of Xp and Xu . To this end, we propose
the NTC transformation (7). This choice is theoretically motivated
by the property of NTC to preserve the priors and the posteriors
(Lemma 2.1). After applying this transformation, we may estimate
one-dimensional densities дp (y) and дu (y) of NTC predictions in-
stead of m-dimensional densities fp (x) and fu (x). Consequently, (4)
and (5) are replaced with (12) and (11). Note that the choice of NTC
is flexible and depends on the data.
The second issue is that (12) systematically underestimates α∗ as
it relies solely on the infimum point. The reason this may happen
is the noise in estimates of the NTC predictions y˜(x) and of their
densities д˜u (y) and д˜p (y). To resolve this issue, we propose two
alternative estimates.
3.1 Alternative α∗ Estimation
Here we propose and illustrate (Fig. 2) two alternative to (12) ap-
proaches to estimate the proportions α∗.
The first approach is based on the rule that the priors are equal
to the expected posteriors. We propose α˜∗c as the estimate for which
the rule holds. If exists, this estimate can be identified with iterative
EM algorithm.
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Algorithm 2 Secondary functions for DEDPUL
1: function EM(di f f , tol = 10−5)
2: α˜∗ = 1 \\ Initialize
3: repeat
4: α˜∗prev = α˜∗
5: д˜∗(p | y) = min(α˜∗ ∗ di f f , 1) \\ E-step
6: α˜∗ =mean(д˜∗(p | y)) \\ M-step
7: until |α˜∗prev − α˜∗ | < tol
8: Return α˜∗, д˜∗(p | y)
9: function MAX_SLOPE(di f f ,max_e = 0.05, s = 10−3)
10: errors = list() \\ Array of function values
11: for α˜∗ in range(start=0, end=1, step=s) do
12: д˜∗(p | y) = min(α˜∗ ∗ di f f , 1)
13: idx = α˜∗/s
14: errors[idx] = α˜∗ −mean(д˜∗(p | y))
15: laдs = list() \\ Array of function second lags
16: for i in range(start=1, end=lenдth(errors) − 1, step=1) do
17: laдs[i] = (errors[i − 1] − errors[i]) − (errors[i] −
errors[i + 1])
18: idx = arдmax(laдs) s. t. errors < max_e
19: α˜∗ = idx ∗ s
20: д˜∗(p | y) = min(α˜∗ ∗ di f f , 1)
21: Return α˜∗, д˜∗(p | y)
22: function MONOTONIZE(di f f , Y˜u , threshold = 0.5)
23: maxcur = 0
24: for i in range(start=0, end=lenдth(di f f ), step=1) do
25: if Y˜u [i] ≥ threshold then
26: maxcur = max(di f f [i],maxcur )
27: di f f [i] =maxcur
28: Return di f f
29: function ROLLING_MEDIAN(di f f )
30: L = lenдth(di f f )
31: k = L/20
32: di f fnew = di f f
33: for i in range(start=0, end=L, step=1) do
34: kcur = min(k, i,L − i)
35: di f fnew [i] =median(di f f [i − kcur : i + kcur ])
36: Return di f fnew
Specifically, on Expectation step the algorithm fixes α˜ and esti-
mates the posteriors д˜(p | y) using clipped (11):
д˜(p | y) = min
(
α˜
д˜p (y)
д˜u (y) , 1
)
(13)
On Maximization step the algorithm updates the proportions α˜ as
the mean value of the posteriors over the unlabeled sample Y˜u :
α˜ =mean
y∈Y˜u
(д˜(p | y)) (14)
The algorithm iterates until convergence or until the maximum num-
ber of steps is reached. It is vital to initialize with α˜ = 1.
Still, the estimate α˜∗c may not exist. In this case we propose α˜∗n as
the estimate where the slope of a function D(α˜) changes the most:
D˜(α˜) = α˜ −mean
y∈Y˜u
(д˜(p | y)) (15)
MAX_SLOPE identifies α˜∗n : on a grid of α˜ values in [0, 1], second
difference of D˜(α˜) is calculated for each value in the grid, and such
α˜ is chosen that corresponds to the highest second difference.
We now prove that the estimates α∗c and α∗n these methods are
approximating coincide with α∗.
LEMMA 3.1. Alternative estimates of priors coincide with its
definition (12): α∗c = α∗n = α∗, where D(α) = α −Ey∼дu (y) [д(p | y)],
α∗c = max
α ∈[0,1]
{α | D(α) = 0} (16)
α∗n = min
α ∈[0,1]
{α | D(α + ϵ) − 2D(α) + D(α − ϵ) > 0} (17)
PROOF. We first prove that D(α) behaves in a specific way (Fig.
2a). For valid priors α ≤ α∗ ⇒ D(α) = 0, since priors must be equal
to expected posteriors [10]. For invalid priors α > α∗ ⇒ д(p | y) > 1
for some y by definition of α∗ (12). To prevent this, the posteriors
are clipped as in (13). Then, α > α∗ ⇒ D(α) > 0. From the outlined
behaviour of D(α), it follows that α∗c = α∗n = α∗. Specifically, α∗
is the highest α for which D(α) = 0, and the lowest α for which
D(α +ϵ) − 2 ∗D(α)+D(α −ϵ) = D(α +ϵ) > 0 for some small ϵ . □
Figures 2b and 2c reflect how Figure 2a changes in practice due to
noise: in simple words, the curve either ‘rotates‘ down or up. In the
more frequent first case, non-trivial α˜∗c exists (the curve intersects
zero). In the second case, EM converges to α˜ = 0, and α˜∗n estimate
is used instead. In practice we recommend to plot figures similar to
Fig. 2 to visually identify α∗c (if exists) or α∗n .
Figure 2: Behaviours of (16) in theory (a) and practice (b, c)
4 RELATED WORK
Here we provide a brief overview of PU Learning methods.
Early PU learning methods mostly concerned text classification
[18, 20, 31]. The strategy behind these methods was (i) to identify
Reliably Negative (RN) instances in U and (ii) to train a traditional
classifier on P and RN samples. The drawbacks of such strategy are
obvious: on the one hand, a large and potentially useful subsample of
U is ignored; on the other hand, RN may still be contaminated with
P. In 2003 two studies have considered a different strategy: to adapt
logistic regression [17] and SVM [19] for PU setting by changing
their loss functions. These methods successfully outperformed the
heuristic approach.
The paper of [9] is often considered to be a milestone in PU
classification. The authors proposed two PU classification methods.
First, they introduced the notion of NTC and algebraically connected
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its predictions y(x) with the posteriors f (p | x) through (9). Sec-
ond, they considered U data as simultaneously P and N, weighted
with opposite weights. By introducing these weights into the loss
function, any PN classifier may be learned directly from PU data.
Disappointingly, these weights are exactly the posteriors f (p | x)
and f (n | x), meaning that to implement the method the answer is
required. Nevertheless, this general idea of loss function reweighting
would later be adopted by the Risk Estimation framework [6, 7] and
its latest non-negative modification [14], that is currently considered
state-of-the-art. For a more complete overview of the methods, see
[4].
Most of the described methods require prior knowledge of the
mixing proportions, which may be considered a bottleneck. Among
those only [9] address this issue by proposing three ways to estimate
the proportions (one of which is (8)). Fortunately, multiple studies
focus solely on this problem known as Mixture Proportions Estima-
tion [3, 8, 13, 24, 26]. The state-of-the-art method is KM [24], which
is based on mean embeddings of P and U samples into reproducing
kernel Hilbert space. Another noteworthy method is AlphaMax [13],
which explicitly estimates the total likelihood of Xp and Xu as a
function of α , and identifies the proportions as the point where the
slope of the likelihood changes the most.
Some recent studies concern the question of how PU data is
generated [12, 13]. Most methods, including DEDPUL, assume
that the distributions of labeled and unlabeled Positives coincide.
From the data generation perspective, this can be formulated as
Selected Completely At Random assumption: the probability of a
Positive instance x to be labeled is a constant and does not depend
on x . A more general alternative to this is Selected At Random
assumption, which allows labeling probability to be a function of x ,
called propensity score [2]. Unfortunately, dropping SCAR in favor
of SAR means sacrificing the identifiability of the priors α∗.
5 EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
We conduct experiments on synthetic and benchmark data sets to
evaluate the performance of the algorithms (DEDPUL, EN, KM,
nnRE). We consider Mixture Proportions Estimation and PU Clas-
sification as separate problems and measure performance on them
independently. The Mixture Proportions Estimation algorithms try
to identify the proportions, while the PU Classification algorithms
receive the proportions α∗ (synthetic data) or α (benchmark data)
as an input and try to classify Xu . The algorithms are tested on nu-
merous data sets that differ in the initial distributions of the mixing
components, in their proportions, and in the extent of their intersec-
tion. Additionally, each experiment is repeated 10 times for different
randomly drawn samples, and the performance is averaged. The algo-
rithms are compared pair-wise and the significance is verified using
paired Wilcoxon signed-rank test with 0.001 P-value threshold.
5.1 Data
In the synthetic setting we experiment with mixtures of one-dimensional
Laplace distributions. We fix fp (x) as L(0, 1) and mix it with dif-
ferent fn (x): L(1, 1), L(2, 1), L(4, 1), L(0, 2), and L(0, 4). For each of
these cases, the proportion α is varied in {0.01, 0.05, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
0.95, 0.99}. Sizes of the samples Xp and Xu are fixed as 500 and
2500.
In the benchmark setting we experiment with eight data sets from
UCI machine learning repository [1], MNIST image data set of hand-
written digits [16], and CIFAR-10 image data set [15] of vehicles
and animals (Table 1). The proportion α is varied in {0.05, 0.25,
0.5, 0.75, 0.95}. The samples Xp and Xu are randomly drawn from
the data sets in a stratified manner to satisfy these proportions. The
joint size of the samples does not exceed 5000. Categorical features
are transformed into numerical features with dummy encoding. Nu-
merical features are normalized. Regression and multi-classification
target variables are adapted for binary classification.
Table 1: Description of benchmark data sets
data set
initial
size
dim
positive
target
values
negative
target
values
bank 45211 16 yes no
concrete 1030 8 (35.8, 82.6) (2.3, 35.8)
landsat 6435 36 4, 5, 7 1, 2, 3
mushroom 8124 22 p e
pageblock 5473 10 2, 3, 4, 5 1
shuttle 58000 9 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 1
spambase 4601 57 1 0
wine 6497 12 red white
mnist 70000 784 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 0, 2, 4, 6, 8
cifar10 60000 3072
plane, car,
ship, track
bird, cat,
deer, frog,
dog, horse
5.2 Measures for Performance Evaluation
The synthetic setting provides a straightforward way to evaluate
performance. Since the underlying distributions fp (x) and fu (x) are
known, we calculate the true values of the proportions α∗ and the
posteriors f ∗(p | x) using (4) and (5) respectively. Then, we directly
compare these with algorithm’s estimates using mean absolute errors
(Table 2, row 1). In the benchmark setting the distributions are
unknown, and the performance measures of the synthetic setting
are unavailable. Here, for Mixture Proportions Estimation we use a
similar measure, but substitute α∗ with α , while for PU Classification
we use 1 − accuracy with 0.5 probability threshold (Table 2, row 2).
Table 2: Performance measures for estimates of priors and pos-
teriors on synthetic and benchmark data
α∗ f ∗(p | x)
synthetic |α∗ − α˜∗ | mean
x ∈Xu
f ∗(p | x) − f˜ ∗(p | x)
benchmark |α − α˜∗ | 1 - accuracy
Note that such measure of proportion estimation in the benchmark
data favors the algorithms that consistently underestimate it, since
generally α < α∗. In this sense, synthetic experiments are more
reliable due to ability to compare directly to α∗. Surprisingly, we do
not know a single paper that takes this into account, as unidentifiable
α and not α∗ has traditionally been used as the ground truth.
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5.3 Implementations of Algorithms
DEDPUL is implemented according to Algorithms 1 and 2. As NTC
we use an ensemble of 10 neural networks with 1 hidden layer (aside
from the input and the output layers) of 32 to 512 neurons, depending
on the data. For CIFAR-10 a light version of all-convolutional net
[29] with 6 convolutional layers is used. The networks are trained on
the logistic loss with the ADAM optimizer. The predictions of each
network are obtained with 3-fold cross-validation and are averaged
over the ensemble. Densities of the predictions are computed using
kernel density estimation with Gaussian kernels. Instead of y˜(x) ∈
[0, 1], we estimate densities of appropriately ranged loд
(
y˜(x )
1−y˜(x )
)
and make according post-transformations. Bandwidths are set as
0.1 and 0.05 for д˜p (y) and д˜u (y) respectively. In practice, a high-
performing heuristic is to independently choose bandwidths for
д˜p (y) and д˜u (y) that maximize average log-likelihood during cross-
validation. Threshold in MONOTONIZE is chosen asmean
y˜∈Y˜u
(y˜). Below
this threshold, a smother variant of monotonization is applied.
Elkan-Noto (EN) is implemented as in [9]. The paper proposes
posteriors’ estimator (9) and three proportions’ estimators e1, e2,
and e3, where e3 is analogous to (8). We use e3 and e1 for the
synthetic and the benchmark data sets respectively. Predictions y˜(x)
are obtained with the same NTC as in DEDPUL.
The implementations of the Kernel Mean based gradient thresh-
olding algorithm are retrieved from the original paper [24].2 We
provide experimental results for KM2, which is a better performing
version. As initially advised, MNIST and CIFAR-10 data is reduced
to 50 dimensions with Principal Component Analysis. Since it has
been shown in the literature that KM outperforms Alphamax [13]
and performs on the level of TIcE [3], we imply that by comparing
DEDPUL with KM we also compare with these methods.
We explore two versions of the non-negative Risk Estimation
(nnRE) algorithm [14]. In original nnRE-sigmoid the networks are
trained on the sigmoid loss3, while in nnRE-brier we propose to use
the Brier loss instead. The architectures are adjusted to optimize
performance: we use an ensemble of 10 neural networks with 3
hidden layers of 32 to 256 neurons, depending on the data. For
CIFAR-10, the same light version of all-convolutional net is used.
The hyperparameters are chosen as β = 0.1 and γ = 0.9.
6 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
6.1 Comparison with State-of-the-art
Results of comparison between DEPDUL and state-of-the-art meth-
ods are presented in Figures 3-6. DEDPUL significantly outperforms
both KM and nnRE on both the synthetic and the benchmark data.
On the benchmark data (Fig. 4) DEDPUL outperforms KM. On
some data sets (landsat, pageblock, spambase, wine), the algorithms
perform comparably for all α values except for the highest α = 0.95
where KM breaks. On all other data sets except for bank, DED-
PUL strictly outperforms KM. Likewise, DEDPUL outperforms KM
on all synthetic data sets (Fig. 3), especially when the priors are
high. Evidently, DEDPUL is applicable to a wider range of mixture
proportions than KM.
2http://web.eecs.umich.edu/~cscott/code.html#kmpe.
3The sigmoid and the Brier loss functions are mean absolute and mean squared errors
between classifier’s predictions and true labels.
Figure 3: Performance of Mixture Proportions Estimation
methods on mixtures of Laplace distributions
Figure 4: Performance of Mixture Proportions Estimation
methods on benchmark data sets
Figure 5: Performance of Positive-Unlabeled Classification
methods on mixtures of Laplace distributions
Figure 6: Performance of Positive-Unlabeled Classification
methods on benchmark data sets
In the synthetic setting (Fig. 5) DEDPUL and modified nnRE-
brier perform comparably. However, the original version nnRE-
sigmoid performs unanimously worse than both the modified version
and DEDPUL. Seemingly, neural networks trained on sigmoid loss
poorly estimate probabilities. The reason for such difference between
the losses might be that the sigmoid loss is minimized by tge median
prediction, i.e. either 0 or 1 label, while the Brier loss is minimized
by the mean prediction, i.e. a probability in [0, 1] range.
DEDPUL also outperforms both nnRE-sigmoid and nnRE-brier
on most benchmark data sets. In the next subsection we show that
on the data sets where DEDPUL performs mildly worse than nnRE-
brier (bank, spambase), this could be changed by a more appropriate
choice of NTC. The original nnRE-sigmoid still performs poorly
despite only being required to predict labels.
6
6.2 Ablation study
DEDPUL is a combination of multiple parts such as NTC, density
estimation, EM algorithm, and several heuristics. To disentangle
the contribution of these parts to the overall performance of the
method, we perform an ablation study. We modify different details
of DEDPUL and report changes in performance in Figures 7-10.
First, we vary NTC. Instead of an ensemble of neural networks,
we test gradient boosting of decision trees. The implementation
we use is an open-source library CatBoost [23]. The maximum
length of trees is fixed as 4 for the synthetic data and as 10 for the
benchmark data; the learning rate is chosen as 0.1; the amount of
trees is defined by early stopping when the loss starts to increase;
small L2-regularization is applied.
Second, we vary density estimation methods. Aside from kernel
density estimation (kde), we try Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM)
and histograms (hist). The hyperparameters, i.e. numbers of gaus-
sians and bins, are chosen by independently maximizing average
log-likelihood of дp (y) and дu (y) on 5-fold cross-validation. The
number of bins is chosen from [20, 250] range, and the number of
gaussians is chosen from [1, 50] range.
Third, we replace the proposed estimates of priors α∗c and α∗n
with the default estimate (12) (simple_alpha). This is similar to the
pdf-ratio baseline from [13]. We replace strict infimum with 0.05
quantile for improved stability.
Fourth, we stop applying smoothing heuristics MONOTONIZE
and ROLLING_MEDIAN to estimated density ratio
д˜p (y)
д˜u (y) (no_smooth).
Fifth, we report performance of EN method [9]. This can be
seen as ablation of DEDPUL where density estimation is removed
altogether and replaced by simpler equations (8) and (9).
CatBoost. In the synthetic setting, CatBoost performs worse as
NTC than neural network on both tasks of priors and posteriors
estimation. It might not be surprising that the smooth probability
curves of Laplace mixtures are better approximated with neural
networks’ predictions than step-wise predictions of tree ensemble.
The situation changes for benchmark data. Here, CatBoost often
performs on the level of neural networks or better, especially during
label assignment (Fig. 10 - bank, mushroom, pageblock, shuttle,
spambase). The only data set where CatBoost performance degrades
is concrete, although this is the smallest data set on which 10-deep
trees might overfit. Admittedly, the performance of CatBoost is not
reported on landsat, mnist, and cifar10 data sets, since trees are
naturally worse than neural networks when trained on pixel-wise
image data. Overall, this comparison highlights flexibility in the
choice of NTC for DEDPUL depending on the task at hand.
Density estimation. On most synthetic (L(1, 1), L(2, 1), L(0, 2),
L(0, 4)) and some benchmark (pageblock) data sets GMM performs
worse as density estimation procedure than kde. On other data sets,
the methods perform comparably, which indicates robustness to the
choice of the procedure. Conversely, hist underperforms compared
to both alternatives on most data sets. In general, the more flexible
the procedure is, the better it performs.
Default α∗. On all data sets but bank using the default α∗ estima-
tion method (12) massively degrades performance, especially when
contamination of the unlabeled sample with positives is high (Fig.
7, 8). This is to be expected, since (12) utilizes a single infimum
(or 0.05-quantile) point of noisy density ratio, while the alternatives
are based on the whole unlabeled sample. The evidence shows that
the usage of the proposed estimates α∗c and α∗n is vital for DEDPUL
stability.
No smoothing. Discarding the smoothing techniques is not very
impactful on posteriors estimation (Fig. 9, 10), as performance either
stays the same or drops only a little. In contrast, using these heuristics
is as vital for the quality of priors estimation as using alternative
estimates α∗c and α∗n (Fig. 7, 8). The heuristics are motivated by the
additional knowledge that the NTC predictions are biased estimates
of the posteriors д(p | y), and hence the two should be correlated.
Ignoring this knowledge potentially leaves too much noise in the
density ratio estimate, to which priors estimation is sensitive.
EN. On the synthetic data performance of EN is decent (Fig. 7,
9). While underperforming on some data sets (L(1, 1), L(2, 1), L(4,
1)), it outperforms DEDPUL on others (L(0, 2), L(0, 4)). However,
the latter never happens on benchmark data. Only on bank, shuttle,
and cifar10 data sets, EN performs comparably with DEDPUL in the
computation of the posteriors (Fig. 10), and its performance is poor
on all data sets when estimating the priors (Fig. 8). The difference
between the two methods is striking despite both being based on
NTC. Among the factors that account for this difference might be the
smoothing of the density ratio and the alternative estimates of priors
that stabilize DEDPUL, but the application of which to EN is unclear.
Another explanation is that DEDPUL depends less on the quality
of NTC. EN requires NTC to output perfect probability predictions,
while this requirement is relaxed in DEDPUL. For instance, it is
irrelevant in DEDPUL if all predictions are biased towards 0.5, e.g.
are too conservative due to regularization, as long as the density ratio
does not change.
7 CONCLUSION
This paper makes several distinct contributions. The first contribution
is theoretical: the fact that NTC preserves the posteriors has not been
proven in the literature. This enables practical estimation of the
posteriors with (11) by estimating the probability density functions
of NTC predictions. Independently, α∗c and α∗n are proposed, the two
new estimates of the priors that are based on the relation between the
priors and the average posteriors. Finally, these new ideas are merged
in DEDPUL, a method that simultaneously solves both problems of
Mixture Proportion Estimation and PU Classification, outperforms
state-of-the-art methods for both problems, and is applicable to
a wide range of mixture proportions and data sets. It would be
interesting to explore extensions of DEDPUL to the related problems
such as PU multi-classification or mutual contamination.
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Figure 7: Ablations of DEDPUL estimating priors in mixtures of Laplace distributions
Figure 8: Ablations of DEDPUL estimating priors in benchmark data sets
Figure 9: Ablations of DEDPUL estimating posteriors in mixtures of Laplace distributions
Figure 10: Ablations of DEDPUL estimating posteriors in benchmark data sets
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